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Statement of Teaching Philosophy 
 

In an inclusive classroom, in which the commitment to creating a democratic space is shared among 
students and the instructor, learning is approached and remembered differently. It begins with ensuring 
students and instructors understand their role as learners and contributors. As learners, we are humbled to 
open our ideas to other perspectives, and as contributors, we recognize our responsibility involved in 
generating productive conversations and meaningful work. This framework for advancing knowledge in the 
classroom also reconstructs the hierarchies of a typical classroom, because contributions from all members 
– while varied in possibilities – decentralizes who provides knowledge and where that knowledge comes 
from. How then can we articulate this dynamic? 

Very concretely, the physicality of the classroom can be a reflection of these interchangeable roles 
on at least two levels. First, movement builds energy but also defines the identity of the class: we are whole, 
yet fluid, so that while our goals are shared, we can also arrive at them differently. My students always sit in 
a formation where they can see and hear each other, and the displacement of bodies (including my own) is 
incorporated into everyday activities. Changing physical positions helps to facilitate flexibility in our own 
mindsets so that while we may recognize where we stand, we become less fearful of seeing differently than 
before. Secondly, being conscious of our space, of its capacities and limitations, is directly translatable to 
other contexts outside classroom walls. What are the resources we currently have in a working space, and 
what are those we need to acquire? Often times, my students are surprised at how much their peers bring to 
the table, simply from my diffraction of the questions asked. The idea is that I am not the only resource, but 
that in a community, its members share equally valuable information.  

Being a first generation student of color, my first instinct is to understand where each student comes 
from, whether that is a place, community, quality or perspective. It is a gesture at making the classroom a 
safe, but also productive space where what we share can have discursive value. Personal experience is an 
important heuristic that can be effective springboards for dialogue. Through my own training in the 
humanities, however, I urge my students to focus less on what they feel, than on what it is that provokes the 
sentiment. In lessons on literature, it grounds them in the material, but also allows them to employ their 
feelings as something to work with. In depersonalizing the feeling, we can also begin to ask critical questions, 
to “never take anything [someone says] for granted,” and to challenge each other intellectually. I model this 
with my students’ contributions, asking them “why?” and “so what?” and to connect their comments to our 
previous conversations. While this increases the stakes of speaking in a group discussion, I also make sure I 
ask in small group discussions as well so that it constantly prompts reflection. This is especially useful for 
my Freshman Writing Seminar, in which students learn to break free from Advanced Placement essay molds 
to feel comfortable with questions as points of departures in their writing.  

Learning converges with contributing as a process, and in many ways, a successful class session to 
me is a micro example of the semester-long learning objectives. My lesson plans build on material students 
have already been exposed to, such as a previous lesson, and push students to move not only toward open 
conversation but also discussion leadership. In a language classroom, I have seen this manifest in groups 
where students develop their own discussion questions on a topic (such as immigration, unemployment 
under the theme of ‘society,’ for example) in the target language. I invited them to not only employ their 
questions to start a conversation, but also intervene when they found topics overlapped. Being prepared 
with tools to facilitate, the students were able to lead the class discussion without my intervention. Along 
similar lines, I have witnessed students in my writing seminar incorporate facilitation techniques and 
scaffolding of material that I have employed in previous classes in their presentations. They chose relevant 
themes to a certain text they are presenting, and rather than asking questions, prompted fellow students to 
match themes with given quotes, or close-read passages based on how they have modeled close-readings. 
These examples illustrate an instructor’s role in demonstrating that democratic atmosphere, in making the 
first move at decentralized learning, but also the capacity for that atmosphere to transform if given the 
opportunity to flourish.  


